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What’s in the box?

a - Add-on solar panel
b - Window suction mount

Thank you for purchasing the 
Add-on Solar Panel for the ReVIVE™ Series Solar ReStore™

Double your solar charging power with this add-on 120mA panel – made 
specifi cally to work with the ReVIVE Solar ReStore battery pack. Just plug this 
Add-on Solar Panel into the MicroUSB charging port of the Solar ReStore, 
place it in the sun and let the power fl ow.  Maximize your Solar ReStore’s 
charging potential!

Product Diagram

1 - MicroUSB connector
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Solar Charging

Solar charging can be done by following the steps below:
1 - On your Solar ReStore, move the Control switch to the OFF position.
2 - Connect the (a) Add-on solar panel to the IN port using the (1) MicroUSB connector.
3 - Place the Solar ReStore and (a) Add-on solar panel in direct sunlight for 8 hours 

to fully charge the 1500mAh internal battery.  You will notice that the Solar 

ReStore’s Status LED glows red to indicate charging.

Operating Instructions

Troubleshooting

The Solar ReStore is not charging my device by solar power:

- The Solar ReStore is not designed as an ACTIVE solar charger. You must fi rst
place the Solar ReStore in direct sunlight for 2-8 hours, and please be sure that 
the Control switch is in the OFF position. After it has charged in direct sunlight, 
you should then move the Control switch to the ON position and connect your 
device to the Solar ReStore for a battery boost. 

- Please make sure that the Flexible LED light is not on.

- Please make sure the Control Switch is in the OFF position while solar charging.



Cautions

- Keep in a safe place free from dust, liquid and extreme temperatures
- Only use this device with the recommended power sources
- Keep out of reach of small children
- When not in use, please disconnect from power sources



Product Specifi cations

Solar Charging: adds 120mA charging to ReVIVE Solar ReStore
Dimensions: 4.0”(L) x 2.9”(W) x .25”(H) (10.2(L) x 7.4(W) x .06(H) cm)

Weight: 3.2 ounces
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